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ON A TIMIT THEOREM FOR DEPENDENT
RANDOM VARIABI,ES

V.K. Malinovskil

1. Let X;ri:7r2r... be a regenerative sequence with finite regeneration
times z;, i : 0, 1,2r.. . . An example of such a sequence is a homogeneous Maxkov
chain with stationary transition probabilities having a recurrent state (see [2], [6]).

For i = tr2r...let r; = ui- ui-t'tTo: uo be the regeneration cycles and

va vo

Zi= I Xi, zo:lxt
j=vi-t+l i=t

be the increments on such cycles. It is well known that the random vectors (Z;rr;)
areiirdependentfor i:0,1,2,... andidenticallydistributedfor i:1,2,.... Let
us denote a:E\ ) 0, ff :fn/al (= the integer part of n/a), t(n): max{,t )
0 : up 1n) and

A.N. Kolmogorov and W. Doeblin were the first to propose a method of
proving limit theorems for sums 5" : DlL, Xi. The idea amounts to the following
(see [2]). First,

Sn: Zo*?46*. R.

Second, the sum ?r1"y is asymptotically the same as the sum of N independent
random variables Z; because

in probability as n --+ oo

under quite general assumptions. Finally .R and Zs a*.e small in comparison with
?r1r; when n is large. Therefore, a limit theorem for ,9o can be reduced to a
corresponding assertion for a sum of independent random variables fty. In some
problems & mole detailed analysis of the difference A, : ,9o - ?ry is important.
The aim of the present paper is to find the asymptotical distribution of the properly
standardized random vector (?r, A") as well as estimates of Berry-Esseen t5pe.
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The improved techniques of the Kolmogorov-Doeblin regenerative method
proposed in [1] and developed in [a], [5] are used in the present paper to prove this
result. These proofs rely on the limit theorems for sums of independent rn-lattice
random vectors obtained in [3]. F\rrther remarks on the Kolmogorov-Doeblin
regenerative method and related references may be found in [4], [5].

2. Let the random variables riri :1r2r... be nondegenerate and tafte values
in the lattice of integers with span 1. Let o! : EZ?,"|: E(rr - o)2,Kzr :
(o,o,)-tB Z1r1 ,

Ov(n, y) : 
l__ev(2, U) dz,

where pv(*,V) stands for the density of the two-dimensional normal distribution
with zero expectation vector and covariance matrix V. Moreover, Ö(r) and g(o)
denote the distribution function and the density of the standard normal distribu-
tion, respectively.

Theorem. Suppose that for the regenerative sequence X;ri = 1r2,..., d"-
frned above,

1) Eze < oo, Eqs < oo,

z) nf 1x;; <*, E(i E,l)'.*,
i:r \i=vo *l /

3) or)0 andEZl:Q.
Then, as rt, --t oo

,";2*|,(*Ty1r,#"-so)_|Qv(x,4,(h)a"|:o6-'tn1
with integration over the range (--,0) U (0, m).

Prcof, The techniques presented here have been obtained by improving those
used in [1] and [4], [5]. Therefore we shall omit the details of calculations whenever
it cannot cause a^rry misunderstanding.

Applying the formula of total probability with respect to a partition of the
sample space defined by using the regeneration times ui, i : t,2,. . ., we can easily
show that

p( &:r^, q *. 
-olln 

\
\o"y/n"-'"",pfua'sY): (1)

å å I I l*' (+, *rä'' = 
., # i,r-''t 1 !u," i" : n','1

v - (ot,, "{)'

+ å .'(*i''1r'#,å, zt1lu,at
rn:N+1

. P(Z' e du) uo - r)P(Z' € du t rm*r > /) ,

f r;-",')]
i:l
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vi - 
a3/+ +fi":ffi ) ,Xi, au,t):Y-u-u, lrr,l:n-r-|o.u 

orrl@ntl+ H'

which is obtained after the substitution, here

n-r-I-am
, \* - )o,o,mi\r,r,rn : or1f,,

and the estimate for the remainder term
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where

The ra,ndom vectors (Z;/o, , (r; - o\lor), i : L,2,. . ., il€ independent arrd
identically distributed having zero expectation vectors and covariance matrix I/.
'We use now the appronimation provided by the lemma of Section 3. It is easy to
show that the essential step in the completion of the proof, a,fter the substitution
of this approximation into (1), consists in simplifuing the expression

I(a,y,n) =

o?

J(n):i
r=1

n,+ct
rn=N*1

'P(uo: r)

åLE(c,

il'c--
Ic:l

P(rt > t) .

rrr-t + Cr(N - m)-r /2) (r * ll,,r,- lt) -r

The proof th ar J (n) is of order O(n-r / t1 is accomplished by some elementary
calculations in a similar fashion as in the corresponding part of [lJ and we shall
omit the details.

It is easy to show using similar arguments as in [1] (see the estimate (3.6))

åå lllE 1.,(*{H-z
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that the expression I(*,Urn) differs from the sum of the quantities

^,') 
Ind{z

I{n, a,n) :
N-1 ^

P, Jo'("
l" lN*-trr

tl "*-zl * '
: z ) - :rtln'Fv le(r) o=dz.
c 'ae ' ag/avffil or{ffi

(*, Y
rtt

-N+

Iz ,n):

,åovQ,#)'',(m,1 ft=l

n-(nz-N)e1
n-tm /or'rrffi 1o?

t1l) that such expressions are approximated by

d,z and, 
l:_ov(r,lrl)o( #l) dr,

only by terms of order O(n-lla) uniforrnly for c,y € R. The proof of this rests
on the moment conditions of the theorem.

The next essential step in the completion of the proof of the theorem amounts
then to the evaluation of the integral in .I1(c, yrn) andthe sum over & in l2(a,y,n)
and to the determination of the main terms of the resulting expressions. This part
of the proof is similar to the evaluation of the estimate (3.7) in [1]. It is easy to
show that the expression I1(c, y, n) differs from the expression

r s (,, y,, i : 5, " G { **, ^ 
*) * (W, 

^ r* *) #,
and, respectively, I2(xry,n) from

rq(a, y,r) : 
_år 

r, (*,#), (ffi) #
only by quantities of order O(n-rlnl uniformly fot a,y e R. When dealing with
Iz(xryrn) we rewrite the sum over å as an integral sum and approximate it by
the corresponding integral.

Finally we rewrite the expressions 13 and Ia as integral sums over rn. Using
the identities

we find (see the estimate (3.7) in

lr* 
ey (r,r)r(#)

respectively, with accuracy O("-t/a) uniformly for nta € R.
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Remark. An obvious extension of the techniques used above yield the asymp-
totical expansions in ihis theorem (see [ ]).

3. We are stating in this section a version of a nonuniform limit theorem for
sums of independent identically distributed so-called rn-lattice random vectors,
proved in a general form in [3].

Let ({}, €?), i : L,2,. . ., be independent identically distributed random vec-

tors with zero expectation vector and covariance matrix I/. The random va,riables

{! take values in the lattice

{ih* c, c> 0, i: 0,*1,...}

withamaximalspan ä>0.
Lemma. Suppose that for the vectors defi,ned above

nl€ll'< *, El(il'< *.
Then, for any integer k,

:Eyl+'(hi,r = ", är,:kh+"') -"(*'ry\
rconst 'fr(+lkVl)-'
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